SELF EVALUATION FORM
UNIT: 10
LEVEL:
STUDENT NAME: Amy Joiner
With reference to the Learning Outcomes for the Unit write a summary or bullet
point list of what you consider to be:
The key achievements of your work on the unit (maximum 100 words)

• The discovering of artists and movements from the past 50 years have
•
•

become influential to my practice and well as MCP and research journal
Learning how to confidently harvard reference
Learning how to professionally put together a written piece like the MCP

The most useful things that you learnt (maximum 100 words)

• Learning how to confidently harvard reference
• Learning how to structure an essay correctly and what is needed to make a
•
•

written piece flow
The use of an appendix
The context of everything - all artists, collectives, exhibitions and movements
which I will continue to follow

The issues that you found challenging and how you set about overcoming
them (maximum 100words)

• I haven’t ever been too confident with writing so writing a 6000 word
dissertation was a huge challenge for me. I overcame this by breaking it
down in to sections and making an essay plan before attempting to write a
huge essay that wouldn’t make sense. I also made use of my MCP tutorials
and academic support to aid me with the flow of my writing and to help make
sense of it - although it makes sense to me it sometimes does not to other
people

List what you now consider to be the main areas for development that you
intend to focus on in the next unit? (maximum 100 words)

• Continue to follow and network out to artists for collaboration and exhibition
•

purposes
Keep up to date with everything
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